
N Brevard County Sheriffs Office
Titusville, Florida

MEMORANDUM
1

DATE: October 28, 2016 iJ  `

TO:     Chief Deputy Doug Waller

FROM:       Agent Kraig Hupfer, Staff Services Unit D'

RE:     Administrative Investi ation 2016-CI-027 pc'g
N

Deputy Clifford Torres l

I.    Summary

On September 03, 2016, Sergeant Donisi and Corporal Jennings went to Deputy Torres'
residence to retrieve his marked patrol vehicle (Unit# 2243) so that it could be utilized by
another squad deputy for an upcoming training class.  Upon retrieving the patrol vehicle,
they observed damage to the front passenger bumper and passenger rocker panel.  Upon

further inspection, they observed that white aftermarket white paint had been applied to
the rocker panel in an apparent attempt to conceal some of the damage.  An inspection of

the interior of the vehicle revealed several Uniform Traffic Citations and a Written

Warning, dating back to February 07, 2015, that had not been turned in for administrative
processing.   On September 13,  2016,  Sergeant Donisi authored a memorandum to

Commander DeSantis titled " Intent to Discipline."  In his memorandum, he summarized

multiple incidents of alleged policy violations involving Deputy Torres that occurred
between August 06, 2016 and September 03, 2016.

On September 19, 2016, Chief Deputy Waller authorized an Administrative Investigation
of this incident.

On September 21,  2016,  the Staff Services Office received this case for further

investigation.

On September 21, 2016, subsequent to receiving Sergeant Donisi' s memorandum, Staff
Services was notified of additional information of delinquent paperwork involving
Deputy Torres.

On September 26,  2016,  Deputy Tones was served his Notice of Administrative
Investigation.
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II.      Possible Policy Violations:

200.15 Loss Control

300.06D Sick Leave

300.24 Secondary Employment
400.01 Professional Duty Responsibilities
400.04 Substandard Performance

400.68 Truthfulness

500.15 Field Reporting Procedures
500.16 Tra c Enforcement Records

500.53 In-Car Video Cameras

III.     Witness Interviews:

Corporal John Jennings

South Precinct

Road Patrol

On September 21, 2016, I conducted a sworn, audio- recorded interview with Corporal
John Jennings at the Sheriff's Office South Precinct.  Corporal Jennings stated Deputy
Torres has been assigned to the South Precinct " C" Squad for approximately the last two
yeazs and he has been his Corporal during that time. Up until recently, Corporal Jennings
advised that Deputy Torres had been mostly a reliable deputy who handled his calls for
service in a proficient manner.

On August 06, 2016, Corporal Jennings advised that the Sheriff' s Office received a
records request to provide in-car video from an arrest case ( Refer to BCSO C/ R#2016-
197772) that Deputy Torres submitted.   The request had made mention that Deputy
Torres' video did not contain the approximately thirty seconds of footage that is normally
captured prior to the vehicle emergency lights being activated.  Corporal Jennings stated

he attempted to locate the video in the BCSO W Vault at which time he discovered that
Deputy Tones' last uploaded his in-car videos on April 30, 2016.  Based on the lack of

uploaded videos, Corporal Jennings directed Deputy Torres to upload his SD card, which
he believed to be approximately fifty videos, and he was able to review the requested
video.  An audit of Deputy Torres' in-car camera uploads to VU Vault during that time
span confirmed it to be forry-six videos.   After he reviewed the video with Lieutenant

Cline, Corporal Jennings said they confirmed that the video was in fact missing the thirty
seconds of footage that is normally recorded and they also noticed that the video did not
contain any audio recordings.   Corporal Jennings stated that he and Lieutenant Cline

questioned Deputy Torres about the lack of uploaded videos and Deputy Torres stated
that, " When it works, it works well" which to Corporal Jennings indicated that Deputy
Torres knew that his in-car camera was not working properly.  Corporal Jennings advised
that at no time did Deputy Torres relay to supervision that his camera was not working
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properly.   Corporal Jennings stated that he and Lieutenant Cline conducted their own
functional test of Deputy Torres' camera at which time the camera operated and recorded
with no technical deficiencies.  He stated he had also reviewed several other videos from
Deputy Torres' camera uploads.  Corporal Jennings' review of video footage showed the
camera working properly however there was several videos that did not have audio.
Corporal Jennings then questioned Deputy Torres as to why he had not uploaded his in-
car videos to the BCSO VU Vault as required by policy.  Corporal Jennings stated that

Deputy Torres advised him that he had found a shorter way to make his videos available
for enclosures in his case packages.   Corporal Jennings stated that Sergeant Donisi

completed an employee counseling report on Deputy Torres for not reporting his camera
functional issues to supervision and for not uploading his in-car videos to the BCSO VU
Vault as per policy.

On August 16, 2016, at approximately 1745 hours, Corporal Jennings stated he entered
into the precinct where he observed Deputy Torres cleaning his department issued
shotgun.  Corporal Jennings advised that, on the days their squad does not conduct squad

meetings, the deputies aze required to be in their zones by 1745 hours.  Corporal Jennings
stated that this issue has been discussed in squad meetings and he has addressed this issue

individually with Deputy Torres. On this date, Corporal Jennings said Deputy Tones was
assigned to Zone 70 which encompasses Pineda Causeway to the Lake Washington area.
Corporal Jennings stated that Zone 70, in particulaz, requires a consistent deputy presence
because of the township of Palm Shores.  When he questioned why he was not in his
assigned zone, Corporal Jennings stated Deputy Torres' response was that he ( Torres)
was in his zone and he was available for calls at which time he continued cleaning his
shotgun.  Corporal Jennings also observed that Deputy Torres' shotgun had a significant
amount of conosion on it.  Deputy Torres advised that he discovered that his trunk was
leaking a few days prior and his shotgu.n had developed some corrosion.   Corporal

Jennings verified with Sergeant Donisi that Deputy Tones did not seek permission to be
absent from his zone to clean his shotgun so he again told Deputy Torres that he needed
to go back in service available for calls.  Deputy Torres repeated that he was in fact in his
zone and he continued to clean his shotgun.   Corporal Jennings said Deputy Torres'
demeanor appeared to be confrontational so he left the precinct and notified Sergeant
Donisi of his subsequent interaction with him.  Based on Deputy Torres' being absent
from his assigned zone without supervisory permission, Corporal Jennings advised that
Sergeant Donisi completed an employee counseling repoR on Deputy Torres.

On August 10, 2016, Deputy Torres submitted an email requesting pre- approved sick
leave, for the dates of August 29, 2016 through September 12, 2016, for a scheduled

elective surgery.  Corporal Jennings said he spoke to Deputy Torres about the requested
sick leave and he advised that he ( Torres) needed to submit a note from a doctor

annotating the date of surgery and requested recovery time prior to the sick leave being
approved.  He stated he also printed the Sheriff' s Office policy regarding pre-approved
sick leave for Deputy Torres and he discussed the sick leave policy with him.  When any
of his deputies' request leave, Corporal Jennings explained that he and Sergeant Donisi

use the Outlook Calendaz to keep track of the squads leave and training to ensure that
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they will have minimum staffing at all times.  He stated that all the deputies on his squad
have access to the Outlook Calendar for a reference when they anticipate potential leave
or training requests.   When Deputy Torres requested his sick time leave, Corporal
Jennings advised that he placed his name on the Outlook Calendaz for the requested sick
time pending the required documentation from the doctor.  Corporal Jennings said that he
never received any documentation from Deputy Torres so he believed that Deputy Torres
decided against having the surgery. Corporal Jennings further stated that neither Sergeant
Donisi nor he ever confirmed with Deputy Tones that he was still going to follow
through with his elective surgery.

When Deputy Torres did not report for work on August 29, 2016, Corporal Jennings said
he attempted to contact him via telephone.  When he did not get a response, Sergeant
Donisi had the Communications Center page him with negative results.  FTO Utsler then

texted Deputy Torres who then immediately responded that he was out on sick leave due
to the surgery.  Corporal Jennings stated he re- texted Deputy Torres again and asked who
approved his sick leave to which Deputy Torres replied that he ( Jennings) did.  Corporal

Jennings stated that he had made it explicitly cleaz to Deputy Tones that his pre- approved
sick leave was contingent upon receiving the paperwork from his doctor.  When he did

not receive any documentation from his doctor, Corporal Jennings stated he and Sergeant
Donisi expected Deputy Torres to be back to work on August 29, 2016.    Looking back,
Corporal Jennings stated that he and Sergeant Donisi maybe should have followed up
with Deputy Torres on the requested sick leave but he said that ultimately it is the
responsibility of the requesting deputy to ensure their leave has been approved.  Because

Deputy Torres had already had the elective surgery, Corporal Jennings again directed him
to provide paperwork from his doctor so that it could be properly documented with his
sick leave.  On August 30, 2016, Corporal Jennings stated that he did receive paperwork

from Deputy Torres' doctor which was dated August 25, 2016.

On September 03, 2016, Corporal Jennings stated that he and Sergeant Donisi responded
to Deputy Torres' residence to retrieve his patrol vehicle.  Corporal Jennings advised that

they were in need of Deputy Tones' patrol vehicle and radar unit for one of the squad
deputies scheduled radar training. Upon arrival at the residence, Corporal Jennings stated
they immediately observed obvious damage along the lower passenger side door of the
vehicle.  Upon further inspection, Corporal Jennings said he observed gouges alongside
the passenger side, damage to the rocker panel, damage to the front passenger side

bumper area and the black rubber molding was protruding from the bottom of the door.
A closer inspection revealed what appeared to be white spray paint that had been applied
to the rocker panel area and a portion of the black rubber seal that was protruding from
the door.  Corporal Jennings stated the white spray paint did not match the vehicle paint
and he believed the paint had been applied by someone with the intent to conceal the
damage to the vehicle.  Corporal Jennings stated that the patrol vehicle, Unit 2243, has

been exclusively assigned to Deputy Torres since approximately 2014.  On September 07,
2016,  the vehicle was brought to the Sheriffs Office Fleet Maintenance where they
observed a dent to the passenger side floor pan and all the clips to the rocker panel were
either broken or bent.  Fleet Maintenance also verified that Unit 2243 has been assigned
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to Depury Torres since approximately December 2014.  Corporal Jennings sta.ted that the

observed damage to the vehicle was definitely not present when he last did formal line
inspections on July O5, 2016.   Corporal Jennings said he is very thorough with his
inspections and he would have definitely noticed the damage to the vehicle during the
inspection.   Corporal Jennings stated that Lieutenant Cline directed Deputy Torres to
complete a vehicle damage report form for the newly discovered vehicle damage.
Without being prompted as to the location or description of the damage, Deputy Torres
stated that the damage to the passenger side of the vehicle " has always been there."

Lieutenant Cline reiterated to Deputy Torres that he wanted a vehicle damage report form
to be completed.

Subsequent to bringing Deputy Torres' vehicle back to the South Precinct, Corporal
Jennings stated he and Sergeant Donisi discovered one written warning  ( Warning

516804W dated April 16, 2016) and three completed citations ( Citation #' s A21Q62P,

A21Q63P  &  A21P64P dated August 24,  2016)  laying loosely inside the vehicle.
Corporal Jennings stated that Deputy Torres failed to turn in the written warning from
April 16, 2016 and the citations completed on August 24, 2016 at the end of his shift as

required by policy. Corporal Jennings stated this was additionally problematic because of
Deputy Torres' approved annual leave and ensuing two weeks of sick time.  Corporal

Jennings said that the topic of turning in completed paperwork at the end of shift has been
previously addressed at the squad level and through precinct emails.  Corporal Jennings

advised that he submitted the written warning and completed citations on Deputy Torres'
behalf.   Upon further inspection, Corporal Jennings advised they located two original
motor vehicle registrations and three incomplete citations ( Citations #' S A1NOX2P dated

February 07, 2015, AINOWXP dated August 24, 2015 & Al0EY0P dated June 07, 2016)

that Deputy Torres apparently was planning on voiding.  After reseazching the located
vehicle registrations, Corporal Jennings found that one vehicle registration was from a

traffic stop on December 07, 2015 and the second vehicle registration was from a traffic
stop on April 08, 2016.  Corporal Jennings stated Deputy Torres' response to the located
vehicle registrations was that he was meaning to return to the registrations back to the
registered owners.  Corporal Jennings stated Deputy Tones' response to the incomplete
citations was simply that he had not completed the necessary paperwork to void the
citations.   Corporal Jennings stated that Lieutenant Cline directed him  (Torres) to

complete the Voided Traffic Citation forms for each void citation.

On September 17, 2016, Corporal Jennings stated that, as he was attempting to locate
some of the pink copies of citations in Deputy Torres' mailbox, he located three trespass
warnings dated December 14, 2015 attached to an email from Patrol Support Specialist

Lakesha Cranston and a faxed copy of an Ex Parte Order with original signatures that was
served by Deputy Torres on April 20, 2016.  The email from Ms. Cranston was dated

December 29,  2015 and it was requesting clarification from Deputy Tones if he
completed a case report and/or Incident Update in New World.  When he made contact

with Deputy Torres to check the status of the trespass warnings, Corporal Jennings stated
that Deputy Torres had advised him that they had already been taken care of.   On

September 20, 2016, Corporal Jennings said that he met with Ms. Cranston to verify if
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Deputy Torres completed a case report or Incident Update at which time he was informed
by Ms. Cranston that she still had not received a case report or an Incident Update from
Deputy Torres.

In regards to the Ex Parte Order, Corporal Jennings discovered that the copy that was
located in Deputy Torres' mailbox had the original signatures.  Corporal Jennings stated

that Deputy Torres explained to him that he had already served it and he had made a copy
of the order for future reference.  He fiarther explained that he had placed the original

order in the squad enclosures box to be forwarded, as he alleged to have been trained,

instead of placing it in the South Precinct Civil Process box as required.  Believing that
he was in possession of the original signature document, Corporal Jennings stated he

directed Deputy Tones to hand deliver the Ex Parte order to the South Precinct Civil
Process Unit in person on September 19, 2016.  On the following date, Corporal Jennings
verified with Judicial Process Mary Watkins that Deputy Torres had turned in the
paperwork as directed.  Corporal Jennings said that Ms. Watkins advised him that Deputy
Tones had just dropped the Ex Parte Order off to her approximately two hours prior to
his arrival at her office.  Ms. Watkins told Corporal Jennings that Deputy Tones came to
her office, handed her the Ex Parte Order and stated, " This is yours."  Corporal Jennings

stated that Ms. Watkins retrieved the paperwork that Deputy Torres gave her and she
verified that it was the original signatures on the document.

Sergeant Paolo Donisi

South Precinct

Road Patrol

On September 21, 2016, I conducted a sworn, audio- recorded interview with Sergeant
Donisi at the Sheriff' s Office South Precinct.  Sergeant Donisi stated that Deputy Torres
has been assigned to his squad for approximately the last two yeazs.  Until recently, he
advised that he has not had any issues with Deputy Torres.  However, Sergeant Donisi

stated that Deputy Torres has had a change in work behavior that he believes might be
attributed with a business that he ( Torres) has recently opened.  As described by Corporal
Jennings, Sergeant Donisi described many of the same concerns involving Deputy Torres.

On August 06, 2016, Sergeant Donisi advised that Corporal Jennings and Lieutenant

Cline learned that Deputy Torres had not been uploading his in-car video to the BCSO
VU Vault as required per policy.  Sergeant Donisi stated he was not working during the
time period this issue was discovered but he was apprised of the situation when he
returned to work.  Prior to this issue being discovered, Sergeant Donisi said that he was
never contacted by Deputy Torres about having any technical issues with his in-car video
equipment. Based on Corporal Jennings and Lieutenant Cline' s findings, Sergeant Donisi
advised he gave Deputy Torres a written counseling ( Refer to report#2016-A-089) and
served him with it on September 12, 2016.

On August 16, 2016, at approximately 1800 hours, Sergeant Donisi stated he received a
telephone call from Corporal Jennings asking if he had given Deputy Torres permission
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to be at the precinct to clean his agency issued shotgun.  Sergeant Donisi told Corporal

Jennings that he did not give permission to Deputy Tones to be absent from his zone and
he was unaware that he ( Torres) was at the precinct cleaning his shotgun.  On the days

they do not have squad meetings, Sergeant Donisi said he requires his squad to be in their
zones by 1745 hours so that they can properly relieve the out-going shift.  On this date,

Sergeant Donisi advised his concern was that Deputy Torres, while assigned to Zone 70,
would have been unable to respond to an emergency call in a timely manner due to the
fact his shotgun was disassembled and he was not in his assigned zone.  Specifically to
Zone 70, which encompasses the township of Palm Shores, Sergeant Donisi stated that he
requires a deputy presence there at all times.  Had Deputy Torres requested permission,
Sergeant Donisi stated he would not have authorized him to be at the precinct to clean his
shotgun and he would have instead told him to report to his assigned zone.  Sergeant

Donisi stated that he has verbally addressed this issue with his squad approximately three
to four times and individually with Deputy Torres approximately two times in the past.
On September 12, 2016, Sergeant Donisi advised he gave Deputy Tones a written
counseling ( Refer to report#2016-A-090)  for not being in his assigned zone at the
required time.

On August 10, 2016, Sergeant Donisi stated he received an email from Deputy Torres
requesting two weeks of pre- approved sick leave for an elective surgery.   The time

requested was for August 29, 2016, through September 12, 2016.  He said that Deputy
Torres also approached him and Corporal Jennings in person to speak with them about
the requested leave.  Deputy Torres told him and Corporal Jennings that he planned on
having elective surgery and that the doctor wanted to allow for approximately two weeks
of recovery time.  After reviewing the Sheriff' s Office policy, Sergeant Donisi stated he
told Deputy Tones that he would approve the sick ' leave pending a note from his
attending physician specifying the required recovery time from the surgery.   Sergeant

Donisi directed Corporal Jennings to annotate on the squad calendar the requested sick

time so that his other squad deputies did not put in a leave request for the same time
period.  Sergeant Donisi said he directly spoke with Deputy Tones and he advised him
that the time was being blocked out on the calendar contingent upon receiving the proper
documentation from his doctor.  Sergeant Donisi said Deputy Tones acknowledged his
directions for the requested sick leave protocol and he also printed a copy of the sick
leave policy out for Deputy Torres for his referral.  With the dates for sick leave being
annotated on the squad calendar, I asked Sergeant Donisi if there could have been any

misunderstanding by Deputy Torres of his leave being approved.  Sergeant Donisi replied
that he was very direct and specific with Deputy Torres as to the requirements of pre-
approved sick leave and that he reinforced his d'uectives by giving Deputy Tones a copy
of the Sheriff s Office leave policy.

On August 24, 2016, Sergeant Donisi advised his shift was extremely busy that night and
on August 25, 2016, Deputy Torres had been approved for one day of annual leave so he
did not have a chance to speak with Deputy Torres about the sick leave.  When he did not
receive any documentation from Deputy Torres, Sergeant Donisi stated he thought that
maybe he ( Torres) had changed his mind about having the surgery and he was going to
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discuss it with him when they returned to duty on August 29, 2016.  Due to the fact he

did not receive the requested doctor' s noted, he stated that he also removed his name

from the squad calendar at that time.  When they returned for duty on August 29, 2016,
Sergeant Donisi said that Deputy Torres had not reported to work so he attempted to
contact him to verify his whereabouts.  He advised that he, Corporal Jennings and the

Communications Center all attempted to contact him with negative results.  When FTO

Utsler texted him, Sergeant Donisi said that Deputy Tones responded back to him stating
that he had his surgery and was out on sick leave. At that point, Sergeant Donisi stated he
had no choice but to place Deputy Torres on sick leave however he again directed him to
provide him with paperwork from his doctor for the required recovery time.  On August

30, 2016, Sergeant Donisi said he received an email from Deputy Torres with the
requested doctor' s note that had been dated August 25, 2016.

On September 03, 2016, Sergeant Donisi stated that he and Corporal Jennings went to

Deputy Torres' residence to retrieve his patrol vehicle.  The purpose of retrieving Deputy
Torres' patrol vehicle was so that another squad deputy could utilize the vehicle and radaz
unit for an upcoming training class.  Upon their arrival at the residence, Sergeant Donisi

stated he immediately noticed an obvious space between the passenger side door and the
lower rocker panel and that the black rubber seal that surrounds the door was protruding
from the bottom of the door frame.  Upon closer inspection, Sergeant Donisi advised he

observed a white paint applied to the passenger side door and rocker panel that did not

match the white factory paint.  He stated that he also noticed that the part of the black

rubber seal that was protruding from the bottom of the door frame had the same white
after-market paint which appeared to have been overspray from where the paint had been
applied to the rocker panel.  As he continued to inspect the vehicle, Sergeant Donisi said

that he then noticed that there was several deep gouges that ran from the front bumper
azea all the way down to the rear passenger door.  Sergeant Donisi said that, between him
and Corporal Jennings, they conduct very thorough quarterly vehicle line inspections. On
the last line inspection dated July O5, 2016, Sergeant Donisi stated that they would have
definitely observed the discovered damage to the vehicle on that date.  Sergeant Donisi

advised that Lieutenant Cline instructed Deputy Torres to complete an OPS 8 Vehicle
Damage Form.  Without being prompted as to the location or description of the damage,
Sergeant Donisi recalled that Deputy Torres stated that the damage to the passenger side
of the vehicle was old damage.

During previous line inspections, Sergeant Donisi also remembered other damage issues
with Deputy Torres' vehicle.   He could not remember the date but Sergeant Donisi

recalled observing significant damage to the driver' s side door to the vehicle which
Deputy Torres claimed had been previous damage prior to the vehicle being assigned to
him.   Sergeant Donisi stated he gave Deputy Torres the benefit of the doubt and he
instructed him to get the vehicle repaired.  I displayed a Pazadise Ford work invoice dated
October O5, 2015 to Sergeant Donisi and he concurred that was the time period and

damage he was recalling.  On the subsequent line inspection, Sergeant Donisi noticed a

small dent to the same driver' s side door to Deputy Tones' vehicle.   Deputy Torres
explained to Sergeant Donisi that Paradise Ford did not repair the dent that was now
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observed on the door.  Sergeant Donisi stated he again gave Deputy Torres the benefit of
the doubt and it was annotated as the only old damage on the Line Inspection Form.

Subsequent to documenting the damage to the vehicle,  Sergeant Donisi stated he

observed two completed citations dated August 24, 2016 laying on the front passenger
seat. Sergeant Donisi stated this was problematic due to the fact Deputy Torres was now
on sick leave for the next two weeks.  Sergeant Donisi advised he has previously
instructed his squad that per policy all paperwork must be turned into the precinct prior to
the end of shift unless there is supervisory approval to delay the submission of the
paperwork. Upon further inspection of the interior of the vehicle, Sergeant Donisi said he

located a third citation dated August 24, 2016, an original copy of a written warning, two
original vehicle registrations and three citations that were to be voided.  Sergeant Donisi

had Corporal Jennings tum in the completed citations and the written warning and he had
him research the other documents to see what needed to be done to dispose of them.

Sergeant Donisi stated he then notified Lieutenant Cline to advise him of the discovered
vehicle damage and located delinquent paperwork.  Upon Deputy Torres' return to duty,
Sergeant Donisi stated he had him complete the voided citation forms for the three

citations and turn them in.    When Sergeant Donisi inquired about the vehicle

registrations, Deputy Torres responded that he had intended to return them back to the
respective owners.

On September 17, 2016, Sergeant Donisi stated he instructed Corporal Jennings to look
into Deputy Torres' mailbox for any further delinquent paperwork.  Upon searching his
box, he advised that Corporal Jennings found three trespass warnings attached to an email

from Patrol Specialist Lakesha Cranston dated December 29, 2015, and an Ex Parte
Order dated April 20, 2016.  The email from Ms. Cranston requested that Deputy Tones
complete an Incident Update for the trespass warnings.  Sergeant Donisi stated the Ex

Parte Order appeared to have been served on April 20, 2016, however upon further
inspection, he noticed that the document had the original signatures.  Sergeant Donisi said

that he had Corporal Jennings speak with Deputy Torres to inquire as to the status of the
located documents in his mailbox.  Sergeant Donisi stated that Deputy Tones' response
was that the trespass warnings had already been taken caze of and that the Ex Parte Order
was a copy that he had made to use for his future reference.  Sergeant Donisi stated that

he was informed by Corporal Jennings that Deputy Torres had not completed the
requested Incident Updates for the trespass warnings.  He further learned from Corporal

Jennings that Deputy Torres submitted the Ex Parte Order to Judicial Process Mary
Watkins on September 20, 2016.

Senior Office Assistant Mary Watkins
Judicial Process

South Precinct

On September 22, 2016, I conducted a sworn, audio-recorded interview with Judicial
Process Assistant Mary Watkins at the Sherif s Office South Precinct.  Mrs. Watkins

stated that, on September 20, 2016, Deputy Torres came into her office in civilian clothes
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and said" This is yours" as he gave her an Ex Parte Order. Mrs. Watkins advised that she

immediately noticed the service date on the order was April 20, 2016 and that the order
had original signatures.  Seeing that Deputy Torres had turned in an original document,
she stated that she confirmed that the order had in fact been served and fa ced to the

Warrants Unit.  Mrs. Watkins stated that the process for serving Ex Parte Orders was to
fax the served copy of the order to the Warrants Section so it could be entered into the
computer ( which Deputy Torres did) and then place the original document in her box so
that it can be sent to the Clerk of the Courts( which Deputy Torres failed to do).

Manager Joanne Homer

Judicial Process

Titusville, Fl.

On September 23, 2016, I conducted a sworn, audio-recorded interview with Manager

Joanne Homer at the Sheriffls Office Judicial Process Office in Titusville.  During her
interview, Mrs. Homer confirmed that Deputy Torres did fax a copy of the served Ex
Parte Order on Apri120, 2016, and it was entered into the Sheriff s Office database.

Shop Supervisor Tommy Branam
Sheriff s Office Fleet Maintenance

On September 27, 2016,  I conducted a sworn,  audio-recorded interview with Fleet

Supervisor Tommy Branam at the Sheriff s Fleet Maintenance in Sharpes, Florida.  Mr.

Branam stated that, on September 07, 2016, he was present at the shop when Deputy
Torres' patrol Unit# 2243 was brought in for inspection.  When the vehicle was placed on

the lift, Mr. Branam said that he immediately observed damage to the passenger side
rocker panel, front bumper area and there was a dent underneath the passenger floor pan

approximately the size of a" baseball." He described the damage as several scratches and

deep gouges alongside the lower portion of the rocker panel and front bumper and that
someone had made an attempt to conceal the damage with aftermazket white paint.  He

also observed the rocker panel as only being attached to the vehicle by the front and rear
hazdwaze and that all of the clips ( approximately 11 clips total) in the middle were
completely broken.   In Mr. Branam' s opinion, he believed that the vehicle had gone off
road and struck an unknown object which would explain the damage to the undercarriage
of the vehicle.

Mr. Branam advised that the last date of service for the vehicle was completed on August
16, 2016. On that date of service, Mr. Branam stated the vehicle was placed on a lift, had
the tires exchanged, oil change and had some repairs to the exhaust hangers which were
located near where the dent to the floor pan was discovered.  During the date of service,
he said that there was no annotations of any damage to the vehicle.  Mr. Branam further

stated that if any of the technicians had observed the obvious type of damages that were
observed on Unit # 2243 they would have ordered the parts necessary to complete the
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repairs to the vehicle.   Mr. Branam advised that is it is not uncommon for the patrol

vehicle rocker panel clips to break loose.  On this date, Mr. Branam stated no such repairs

were reported or completed.  He further advised that if any of the technicians observed
any unauthorized repairs,  in this instance the application of aftermazket paint, the
technicians would have immediately made notification to a fleet supervisor.  Again on

this date, Mr. Branam stated he did not receive any such notifications and there were no
annotations of unauthorized repairs reported in the work order.

Patrol Support Specialist Lakesha Cranston

South Precinct

On September 29, 2016, I conducted a sworn, audio- recorded interview with Patrol
Support Specialist Lakesha Cranston at the Sheriff' s Office South Precinct.  Ms. Cranston

confirmed that she sent the email,  dated December 29,  2015 to Deputy Torres in
reference to the trespass warnings.  After the trespass warnings were located in Deputy
Torres' mailbox, it was discovered that two of the wamings were not signed due to the

suspects not being located on the date of the incident. Therefore, Ms. Cranston stated she
was not requiring any further documentation or case reports from Deputy Torres in
reference to this incident.

As for the Ex Parte Order, Ms. Cranston advised that she never saw the order nor would

she ever be involved in the process of handling an Ex Parte Order.  She stated that all

civil paperwork is forwarded to the civil office downstairs at the South Precinct.

Lieutenant Robert Cline

South Precinct Road Patrol

On September 30, 2016, I conducted a sworn, audio- recorded interview with Lieutenant
Robert Cline at the Sherif s Office South Precinct.  Lieutenant Cline stated that he had

been assigned to Deputy Tones' squad for approximately one month.  Prior to that time,
he covered for the squad in the beginning of August for approximately two weeks while
Sergeant Donisi was on leave.

On August 06, 2016, Lieutenant Cline advised that he was apprised of a request to

provide in-car video from an attorney in reference to a criminal case that Deputy Torres
had submitted.    The request stated that the submitted video did not contain the

approximately thirty seconds of video footage that is normally captured prior to the
vehicle emergency lights being activated.. Lieutenant Cline said that he was able to locate
the requested video in the BCSO South Precinct Media folder which is not the protocol

for downloading in-car videos. Based on the request, Lieutenant Cline stated he reviewed
the submitted video and confirmed that it was missing the aforementioned video segment
and that it did not have any audio with the recording.   Furthermore, Lieutenant Cline

stated that the format of the downloaded recording showed that Deputy Torres had
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downloaded the video directly from his SD cazd to a CD and not through the BCSO VU
Vault as required by policy.  Upon reseazching the BCSO VU Vault, where the video
should have been downloaded, he discovered that Deputy Torres had not downloaded any
in-caz videos since April 30, 2016.  Once his SD card was downloaded, Lieutenant Cline

said that he spot checked some of Deputy Torres' other video submissions and found
some other irregularities such as not having audio or the in-car video had not back
recorded the thirty second video as it programmed to record.  When questioned about his

video submissions, Lieutenant Cline stated that Deputy Tones' response was " When it

works, it works good and when it doesn' t, it doesn' t."  Lieutenant Cline verified with

Deputy Torres that he had not notified supervision of any technical issues regarding his
in-car video system.  Based on his review of Deputy Torres' in-car video submissions,
Lieutenant Cline directed Sergeant Donisi to complete a letter of counseling for Deputy
Torres regazding the in-car camera policy violations.

When Deputy Torres submitted his request for sick leave, Lieutenant Cline advised that
he had not yet been assigned to the squad.  He did not report to the squad until Deputy
Torres' actual time of sick leave beginning on August 29, 2016.  Lieutenant Cline said he
was informed by Sergeant Donisi and Corporal Jennings of the issues involving Deputy
Tones'  sick leave request.   Lieutenant Cline stated that both Sergeant Donisi and

Corporal Jennings advised him that they had tentatively placed Deputy Torres on the
calendar for sick leave for his upcoming surgery pending a notice from his doctor.
Lieutenant Cline stated he specifically asked Sergeant Donisi if he ever directly spoke
with Deputy Torres before he had his surgery to confirm if he still needed the leave prior
to removing him from the calendar.   Sergeant Donisi stated he had not spoken with

Deputy Torres prior to his last shift on August 24, 2016.  Although it is ultimately the
employee' s responsibility, Lieutenant Cline said he told Sergeant Donisi that if he would
have confirmed with Deputy Torres his plans to have his surgery, prior to him taking the
sick leave, it would have alleviated any confusion on the matter.  Lieutenant Cline said

that Deputy Torres did later provide a doctor' s notice to Human Resotuces and to
Sergeant Donisi.

On September 03, 2016, Lieutenant Cline stated that he was notified of Sergeant Donisi' s
plan to retrieve Deputy Torres'  vehicle from his residence.   Once the vehicle was

retrieved, Lieutenant Cline said he was contacted by Sergeant Donisi and he was apprised
of the vehicle damage and delinquent paperwork inside of the vehicle.  Lieutenant Cline

advised he responded to the South Precinct where he also observed the vehicle damage to
include the gouges and white aftermazket paint applied to the lower rocker panel area as

described by Sergeant Donisi.  Sergeant Donisi and Corporal Jennings assured Lieutenant
Cline that the vehicle damage definitely was not present on the vehicle during the last line
inspection on July O5, 2016.  On September 12, 2016, Lieutenant Cline directed Deputy
Torres to complete a vehicle damage form to document the damage.  Lieutenant Cline

stated he never directly asked Deputy Torres about how or when the damage to the
vehicle occurred but he claimed that the damage to the vehicle was old damage.
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Lieutenant Cline stated he then questioned Deputy Torres about the delinquent paperwork
located in his vehicle.  As for the original vehicle registrations, Deputy Torres stated that
he had been meaning to return the registrations but he did not get around to returning
them to the owners.  Deputy Tones advised that he simply forgot to turn in the three
completed citations dated August 24, 2016 and the located written warning dated April
16, 2016.  Lieutenant Cline displayed the three voided citations to which Deputy Torres
stated he had not had time to complete the voided citations forms.   Lieutenant Cline

directed Deputy Torres to immediately complete OPS 11 forms to have the citations
properly voided.  Lieutenant Cline stated he has been present in squad meetings where

Sergeant Donisi has repeatedly told the squad about turning in all paperwork at the end of
their shifts unless supervisory approval is received to hold any paperwork.

Lieutenant Cline stated Corporal Jennings later apprised him of the three trespass warning
dated December 14, 2015 and of an Ex Parte Order dated Apri120, 2016 found in Deputy
Torres' mailbox.  After reseazching the trespass warnings, Lieutenant Cline advised that
he found that Deputy Torres did complete a capias request report for the suspect.  The

report was completed on December 14, 2015 and approved by Sergeant Donisi on
December 31, 2016.  Lieutenant Cline stated he believed there had been some confusion

as to whether Deputy Torres had completed a case report because there had been two case
report numbers  ( 2015- 527969  &  2015- 548254)  generated from the same incident.

Lieutenant Cline stated he was satisfied with the fact that Deputy Tones did complete a
case report for the reported incident.

As for the located Ex Parte Order, Lieutenant Cline was advised by Sergeant Donisi that
Deputy Torres had the original fa ced copy of the order in his mailbox.  Lieutenant Cline

did see the order and he also believed that the order had the original signatures.

Lieutenant Cline stated he did not have any direct conversations with Deputy Torres as to
why he still had the order in his mailbox but he was told by Sergeant Donisi that it did
appeaz Deputy Torres did fax the order to the Judicial Process Unit the date it was served.
Lieutenant Cline stated that Deputy Torres should have turned the order into the civil
process unit located at the South Precinct upon serving the order.  Lieutenant Cline also

was advised by Sergeant Donisi that Deputy Torres had explained that the Ex Parte Order
in his mailbox was a copy and he had retained it in his mailbox for future reference.

Deputy Lauren Donaldson
West Precinct Road Patrol

On October 24,  2016,  I conducted a sworn,  audio-recorded interview with Deputy
Donaldson at the Sheriff s Office West Precinct.  The purpose of this interview was to

corroborate Deputy Torres' statement that the damage to his patrol vehicle was sustained
approximately one yeaz ago.  Beginning in March 2015, Deputy Donaldson stated that
she was assigned to " Charlie" squad at South Precinct with Deputy Torres and she
worked with him for approximately ten months.   Sometime in the summer months of

2015, Deputy Donaldson recalled completing a traffic stop in the Dow Road azea of
Melboume.  After the traffic stop, Deputy Torres arrived in the area and they began to
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talk.   She remembered they were talking about patrol vehicles at which time Deputy
Torres showed her some damage to his patrol vehicle.  She described the damage as being
chip and scuff marks as well as scratches to the front bumper and rocker panel area past
the front wheel well.  Deputy Donaldson stated that she observed where Deputy Torres
had attempted to cover the damaged areas with white paint.  Deputy Donaldson advised
that Deputy Torres had admitted to her that he had applied the aftermarket paint to the
damaged azeas.  Deputy Donaldson said that Deputy Torres did not specify as to how or
when the damage was sustained to his vehicle.

IV.     Subject Interview

Deputy Clifford Torres
South Precinct Road Patrol

Subject Interview

On October 11, 2016, Agent LaRoche and I met with Deputy Clifford Torres at the
Brevazd County Sheriffs South Precinct to conduct a sworn, audio-recorded interview
with him.  Once Deputy Torres reviewed the case file to his satisfaction, I initiated a
sworn interview with him.  Prior to asking Deputy Torres any questions, he was read the
Administrative Investigation Warnings,  which he acknowledged he understood and

signed. During the interview, Deputy Torres was accompanied by his representative Al
Boettjer.  I explained to Deputy Torres the nature of this investigation and asked him to
explain the alleged policy violations that have been documented in Sergeant Donisi' s
Intent to Discipline" memorandum and recently discovered delinquent paperwork in his

precinct mailbox. The following is a summary of the interview:

I first had Deputy Torres explain his shift preparation as it pertained to his in-caz video
camera and subsequent case enclosures as a result of any evidence obtained through the
use of his in-caz video system.  Deputy Torres stated he completed a functional check of
his in-caz video on the first day he returned to duty each week.  This process included

making sure the time and date were correct and that the light indicators were properly
working.  As to the audio function of the in-car camera, he stated that if he turned the
microphone on and the green light illuminated, he believed that the audio portion of the

recording was working properly.  Deputy Torres stated he never went back to review any
of his submitted videos to ensure that the audio was in fact working properly.  Deputy
Torres advised that he has had several issues with the in-caz video camera system since
he has been assigned vehicle 2243.  A review of Depury Torres' vehicle line inspections
and vehicle maintenance requests revealed he has documented technical issues with the

in-car camera system several times in 201 S but none were annotated in 2016.  It was not

until the recent records request for a DUI investigation that he was notified by his
supervisors that there were technical issues with his camera.  Deputy Torres said that he,
Lieutenant Cline and Corporal Jennings reviewed other video submissions and it

appeared that his camera was recording only approximately fifteen to twenty seconds of
back recordings.  When initiating a traffic stop, Deputy Torres stated he only utilizes the
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master light switch which is supposed to automatically activate the in-car video camera
system.  After learning of the in-caz video camera deficiencies, Deputy Torres said he
was directed to contact the Sheriff s Fleet Maintenance to have the camera issues
corrected.  Deputy Torres did not recall making the comment, " When the camera works,

it really works great", to Corporal Jennings. Deputy Torres said he has had three cameras
installed in his vehicle and several microphones replaced so if he did make the comment
it would have been in the context of a brand new camera initially working without any
technical issues.

During his interview, Deputy Torres described how he created in-car video enclosures for
his case reports. He stated he would create a case specific folder on his desktop where he
would download the video from his SD card and place any other enclosures into that
particulaz file.  He would then upload that case folder into the BCSO 3 South Precinct
Media file.  During Lieutenant Cline' s interview, he did verify that he had located the
requested video in the BCSO 3 South Precinct Media file.  As faz as his case specific

video evidence, he believed that he was completing the process correctly by placing the
videos along with his other case enclosures into the BCSO 3 South Precinct Media file as
he has always done since being assigned to South Precinct.  He further stated that the

process of creating a video cd from the BCSO VU Vault is a long, tedious process and he
has encountered many technical glitches so the easiest method to create a video cd
enclosure was to simply download the video directly from his created desktop case folder.
To his knowledge, the process of downloading case specific videos was never discussed
in the squad meetings.

As it pertained to uploading the in-car videos to the BCSO VU Vault, Deputy Torres
stated he understood the Sherif s Office policy, 500.53 In-Car Video Cameras, to
upload the SD card when it was almost full which he stated he complied with when that

occurred.  Deputy Torres recalled being reminded in squad meetings to upload the in- car
camera SD cards to BCSO VU Vault but it was his understanding that was when the SD
cards were almost full.  Due to some of his zone assignments, Deputy Torres stated that
he does not initiate a lot of traffic stops so his SD cazd was not full to the point where it
required him to complete an upload.

On August 16, 2016, Deputy Torres stated that Corporal Jennings assigned him to Zone
70 so that he could conduct traffic enforcement.  When he went to retrieve his radar from
his vehicle trunk, he observed that water had got into the trunk space and the moisture
had caused corrosion to his shotgun.  Deputy Tones stated he wanted to clean his agency
shotgun and make sure it was serviceable prior to reporting to his zone.  Deputy Torres
advised that he logged in at approximately 1740 hours as required by Sergeant Donisi and
he went to the South Precinct to clean his shotgun.  He stated that he believed it would

have taken approximately ten minutes to clean his shotgun and the precinct was only a
short distance from Zone 70 so he did not think there would be any problem with his
supervision if he deviated from his zone for a short period of time.  Deputy Tones said it
is common practice for deputies in Zone 70, Zone 71 & Zone 72, which encompassed the

South Precinct, to travel within that three zone area.  So when Corporal Jennings inquired
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as to why he was not in his zone, Deputy Torres felt that he was within the boundaries of
his assigned zone.  Deputy Tones admitted that he did not seek permission from either
Corporal Jennings or Sergeant Donisi to go to the precinct to clean his shotgun prior to
reporting to his assigned zone.

On August 10, 2016, Deputy Torres stated he sent an email to Corporal Jennings and
Sergeant Donisi requesting preapproved sick leave for a minor surgical procedure for the
dates of August 29, 2016 through September 12, 2016.  This was followed up with a
conversation with Corporal Jennings to confirm the requested sick leave time.   After

having the conversation with Corporal Jennings, Deputy Torres said he checked the
squad Outlook leave calendar where he saw that he had been placed on the calendaz for
approved sick leave.  Deputy Torres stated that the squad procedure to request leave was
through email and once the deputy' s name is placed on the Outlook calendar it is
considered approved.   Based on the calendar approval, Deputy Tones scheduled his
surgical procedure with his doctor for August 29, 2016.   While recovering from his
surgical procedure at his residence, Deputy Tones said he was contacted by Corporal
Jennings requesting as to why he had not reported to duty that evening.  Deputy Tones
disputed Corporal Jennings' account of their previous conversation where he requested
the doctor' s note prior to the surgery date.   Deputy Torres also referred to his email,
dated August 10,  2016,  where  ( Torres)  specifically asked,  " Is there anything else
additional that I need to do?" He advised that Corporal Jennings did not respond back to
the email and that is when he saw the approved leave dates on the squad Outlook
calendar.  Based on the lack of response from Corporal Jennings to his email and the fact
he was placed on the squad Outlook calendar, Deputy Torres said he believed that he had
been approved for his sick leave.  After having his surgical procedure, he provided the
requested doctor' s note to Corporal Jennings and Sergeant Donisi on August 30, 2016.

I then had Deputy Torres respond to the damage that was discovered on his patrol vehicle
Unit #2243) on September 03, 2016.  Deputy Tones stated that he was unawaze of the

damage and/ or how the damage to the passenger side rocker panel area was sustained.

During the course of patrolling in certain azeas, he advised that he often crosses railroad
tracks and dirt road azeas with several potholes in the roadway.  As far as the damage to

the front bumper and gouges along the bottom rocker panel, Deputy Torres stated that the
damage had occurred approximately one year ago and he recalled a conversation with
Deputy Donaldson where they both observed and talked about the front bumper and
scratches to the passenger side rocker panel.  He could not recall how or exactly when

that damage occurred.  It was at that time he stated that he had applied the aftermarket
white paint to the lower portion of the passenger side door area and front bumper area in
an attempt to conceal the gouges.   Deputy Torres explained that, when he had the
previous repairs to his vehicle at Paradise Ford, he had to drive a pool vehicle for an
extended period of time.   In order to avoid having to again drive a pool vehicle, he
admitted to applying the aftermazket paint.  Deputy Tones understood that his vehicle
had documented line inspections and vehicle services at the shop where nobody had made
any observations of the damage or aftermarket paint but he was adamant that the vehicle
damage was sustained approximately one yeaz ago.  As to the dent to the passenger floor
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pan, Deputy Torres said that he had no knowledge of the damage to the undercarriage of
his vehicle.  He stated that he does not always conduct daily inspections of his vehicle
and he definitely did not ever inspect underneath the vehicle.  He further advised that

Corporal Jennings primarily conducted the squad line inspections.  When he conducts the
inspections, Deputy Torres stated that Corporal Jennings usually does approximately four
vehicle inspections at a time so he does not have time to complete a thorough line
inspection of the vehicles.

When asked about the handling of Uniform Traffic Citations, Deputy Tones stated that
he knew the correct distribution of the various UTC copies and the requirement to turn in
all paperwork at the completion of his shift.

The following is a list of the Uniform Traffic Citations, Warning Citation and Vehicle
Registrations that were found in Deputy Tones' assigned vehicle on September 03, 2016.
Included with this list is Deputy Torres' response when asked about each document:

1.       UTC#A21Q62P, dated 08/ 24/ 16, issued to Taylor Mertz for unlawful speed.

Deputy Torres was in possession of the two white copies and pink copy of this citation.
T'his citation was sent to records by Corporal Jennings.

According to Deputy Torres, he remembered completing the citation however he forgot to
turn in the citation at the end ofhis shift.  He did verify his handwriting and signature on
the citation.

2.       UTC#A21Q63P, dated 08/ 24/ 16, issued to Mary Ann Sinar for unlawful speed.
Deputy Torres was in possession of the two white copies and pink copy of this citation.
This citation was sent to records by Corporal Jennings.

According to Deputy Torres, he remembered completing the citation however he forgot to
turn in the citation at the end ofhis shift.  He did verify his handwriting and signature on
the citation.

3.       UTC#A21Q64P, dated 08/ 24/ 16, issued to Michael Brent Horne for no proof of
insurance. Deputy Torres was in possession of the two white copies and pink copy of this
citation. This citation was sent to records by Corporal Jennings.

According to Depury Torres, he remembered completing the citation however he forgot to
turn in the citation at the end ofhis shift.  He did ver his handwriting and signature on
the citation.

4.       Warning Citation#516804W, dated 04/ 16/ 16, issued to Audrey L. Jackson for
unlawful speed.  Deputy Torres was in possession of the white copy and the green copy
of this citation. This waming citation was sent to records by Corporal Jennings.
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According to Deputy Torres, he had no recollection of this citation and he stated he must
have forgot to turn in the warning citation at the end of his shift.   He did verify his
handwriting and signature on the citation.

5.       UTC#Al0EY0P, dated 06/ 07/ 16, partially completed to Sam P. Burton.  Deputy
Torres was in possession of the two white copies, yellow copy and pink copy of this
citation.  Per Lieutenant Cline, Deputy Torres completed an OPS 11 Form to void this
citation on 09/ 13/ 16.

According to Deputy Torres, he did not recall the tra c stop.  A records search of the
citation revealed it was originally initiated on a DUI citation so a second citation was

completed on a UTC citation.  He did verify his hand writing on the citation.

6.       UTC#A1NOX2P, dated 02/ 07/ 15, partially completed to Jakesha Allen.  Deputy
Tones was in possession of the two white copies, yellow copy and pink copy of this
citation.  Per Lieutenant Cline, Deputy Torres completed an OPS 11 Form to void this
citation on 09/ 13/ 16.

According to Deputy Torres, he did not recall the traJfic stop.   The traffic stop was in
reference to a drug arrest. The citation originally had the F.S.S. 893. 13 in the statute box.
A records search revealed that a second citation was issuedfor an equipment violation
under F.S.S. 316.610.  He did verify his hand writing on the citation.

7.       UTC#AINOWXP,  dated 08/ 24/ 15,  issued to Jean Shepazd for a stop sign
violation.  Deputy Torres was in possession of the two white copies, yellow copy and
pink copy of this citation.  Per Lieutenant Cline, Deputy Torres completed an OPS 11
Form to void this citation on 09/ 13/ 16.

According to Deputy Torres, he did remember this traffic stop.  He stated that at some

point during the tra c stop he felt sorry for the driver so his intention was to void the
citation. A records search revealed that a written warning was completed.

As it pertained to the three voided citations, Deputy Torres stated his intention was to
complete the voided citation forms for all three citations however he lost track of time
and he just never got around to completing them. Deputy Torres advised that he is
familiar with the voided citation policy and the time restraints associated with completing
a voided citationform.

8.       Vehicle Registration, in the name of Charlotte Bergland.   A search of Ms.

Bergland revealed that she was traffic stopped by Deputy Torres on 12/ 07/ 15 and she was
issued a written warning.

According to Deputy Torres, he initially attempted to locate Ms. Berglan however, she
was a seasonal resident and he was not able to locate her.   Deputy Torres stated he
eventually forgot about the registration.
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9.       Vehicle Registration,  in the name of Joseph Rodriguez.   A search of Mr.

Rodriguez revealed that he was traffic stopped by Deputy Torres on April 08, 2016 and
he was issued a written warning.

According to Deputy Torres, he did not remember the tra c stop and he must have forgot
about being in possession ofthe registration.

The following is three trespass warnings and an ex parte order that was located in Deputy
Torres'  mailbox on September 17, 2016.   Included with this list is Deputy Tones'
response when asked about each item:

1.       CR#2015- 527969/2015- 548254, dated 12/ 14/ 15, this is three trespass warnings
and email correspondence, dated 12/29/ 15, from Lakesha Cranston that were located in

Deputy Torres' mailbox.  Deputy Torres stated that the case was in reference to a retail
theft at a 7- 11 convenience store where store video showed that there was three suspects

and the store manager wanted them trespassed from the business.  The three suspects

were identified so Deputy Torres completed three trespass warnings and a retail theft
davit.  After searching the azea for the suspects, Deputy Torres stated he located only

one suspect at which point he was served his trespass warning from the business.  The

second two suspects were never located so the completed trespass warnings were never

signed or served.  Initially only one case report number was generated for the retail theft
C/ R#2015- 527969) so Deputy Torres decided to initiate a second case report number for

the trespass warnings  ( C/ R#2015- 548254).    Deputy Torres gave a pass- on to the
oncoming shift about attempting to serve the trespass warnings on the second two
suspects and he advised the affidavits would be in his box. The second two suspects were
never located.  A Capias Request was completed by Deputy Torres on 12/ 14/ 2015 and it
was approved by Sergeant Donisi on 12/ 31/ 15.

2.       Ex Parte Order, dated 04/20/ 16.  Deputy Torres stated that, on April 20, 2016,
he received a call to serve the Ex Parte Order.  Once the order was served, Deputy Torres
faxed the signed copy to the Judicial Process Unit and at some point he placed the copy
with original signatures in his mailbox where he eventually forgot about it.   Deputy

Torres said that he has had very little exposure to civil process so he was unfamiliar with
what to do with the completed paperwork.  He admitted that he did not seek supervisory
guidance as to how or where to send the served order once it was served.

When he returned from sick leave, Deputy Torres said that Corporal Jennings and
Sergeant Donisi began to question him on all the paperwork that was located in his patrol
vehicle and mailbox.  At some point, he believed that he may have told them that the
order was a copy and that he had already taken care of it.   In the process of being
questioned about all of the paperwork by both supervisors,  he stated becoming
overwhelmed with the questioning.  He stated he may have become confused with which
documentation they were questioning him on and he may have inadvertently stated that
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the order was a copy and he had it for future reference if he needed it.  He said it is not

uncommon for him to make copies of paperwork in instances where he is unfamiliaz with
certain documentation or procedures.  Deputy Torres advised that if he did make such a
statement it would have been out of a misunderstanding and there was definitely no intent
on his part to deceive a supervisor about the completion of his paperwork.

Lastly, I had Deputy Torres respond to the concerns made by his supervisors about his
personal business possibly affecting his work product.   Although it was true that he

opened a business, " Here' s the Scoop, in June of 2016, Deputy Tones stated this was not
the cause of his change of behavior at work.  Deputy Torres said that it was around this
time period that he experienced several personal issues with his family.  In his interview,

Deputy Torres diwlged that his wife had been diagnosed with a life threatening illness
and that he was extremely distraught with the stress of having to deal with that prognosis.
In addition to that,  his younger son was recently diagnosed with having severe
psychological issues and his older son, with whom he is extremely close with, recently
left for college.   He stated he has an introvert type personality and he does not feel
comfortable sharing his personal issues with other people.  Based on his introvert type

personality and the fact his work relationship with Sergeant Donisi was not a positive
one, Deputy Tones advised that he did not inform his supervisors of his personal issues.
He advised Sergeant Donisi' s style of management was in conflict with his personality
type and that he was a difficult supervisor to work for.  All of these issues combined,

caused him to be mentally distracted from his work and he stated that his mind was " not
in the game" while he attempted to cope with work and family.

During his off-duty time, he does attend to the running of the business with his wife.  He

stated he has never attended to his personal business while on duty and that it was not
affecting his work product.   Deputy Torres stated that, to the contrary,  it actually
provided an avenue for him to relieve stress that he has have been experiencing.   He

advised that his supervisors were awaze of the business but they never requested for him
to provide a Secondary Employment Request form.  Ultimately, Deputy Torres knew the
responsibility was on him to provide a Secondary Employment Request form and he
admitted that he did not complete the form as required by policy.

V.      Other Investigative Efforts

I retrieved the Line Inspection forms for Deputy Torres' patrol vehicle, Unit # 2243,

dating from O1/ 11/ 15 through 07/ OS/ 16.  The Line Inspection forms will be included as

enclosures to this report.

I retrieved the Shop Vehicle Maintenance Request forms for Deputy Torres'  patrol
vehicle, Unit #2243, dating from 12/ 31/ 14 through 09/ 16/ 16.  The Vehicle Maintenance

Request forms will be included as enclosures to this report.

debra.holt
Text Box
Exempt from s. 119.07(1), F.S. Section 760.50(5), F.S.
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VI.     Recommendation

On August 06, 2016, Corporal Jennings and Lieutenant Cline conducted a review of
Deputy Tones'  in-caz video submissions subsequent to a records request.    Upon

researching this video submissions, they discovered Deputy Torres had not completed a
download of his SD card to the BCSO VU Vault since April 30, 2016.   After being
directed to complete a download of his SD card, Lieutenant Cline conducted an audit of
Deputy Torres'  video submissions where he discovered that several of his video
recordings did not contain the full thirty seconds of back video that the video camera
system is programmed to record and several of the videos did not contain audio
recordings.  Deputy Torres could not explain why his camera did not consistently back
record the required thirty seconds of recording.  When initiating a traffic stop, Deputy
Torres stated he only utilized the master light switch which should automatically initiate
the back recording.  At the time of the records request, Deputy Tones explained that his
SD card was not full therefore he was not required by policy to complete a download of
his videos.  Deputy Tones advised that he has had multiple issues with his in-car video
system and he has documented those issues with Vehicle Maintenance Request forms and
previous Line Inspections. A review of those records confirmed Deputy Torres did report
multiple technical issues with his in-caz camera.  As for the most recent issues, Deputy
Torres advised he was unaware of the technical problems until he was notified by his
supervision.  Upon learning of the technical issues, he advised that he did contact the
Fleet Maintenance to schedule an appointment to have the camera fixed. I confirmed that
his vehicle was brought to Fleet Maintenance on August 17, 2016 and a repair order was
completed.

As it pertained to Deputy Torres' video submissions for case enclosures, he advised that
he uploaded case specific video evidence to the BCSO 3 South Precinct Media file.
Deputy Tones explained that he did not think he was violating policy and procedures
because he did upload his videos to a Sheriffls Office Media folder.  However by doing
this, Deputy Torres bypassed the BCSO VU Vault softwaze where by policy all video
submissions must be downloaded. Therefore, this effectively deprived his supervisors the
ability to audit his activities and it would potentially inhibit the Records Unit from
fulfilling a public records request.  This incident was documented by Sergeant Donisi
with a Letter of Counseling  ( 2016-A-089)  for violation of 500.53 In-Car Video
Cameras.

On August 16, 2016, Corporal Jennings found Deputy Torres at the South Precinct
cleaning his agency issued shotgun.  Sergeant Donisi stated he has directed his squad to
be available for service in their zones by 1745 hours.   Sergeant Donisi and Corporal
Jennings both advised that this topic has been addressed several times in squad meetings
and individually with Deputy Torres.  Deputy Torres stated that it is common practice
amongst the squad for deputies assigned to Zones 70, 71 & 72 to patrol within that three
zone azea.  So when he told Corporal Jennings that he was in his assigned zone that was
the context in which he based his response on.  During his interview, Deputy Tones
admitted that he did not seek prior approval to be absent from his assigned zone to clean
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his agency weapon.  This incident was also documented by Sergeant Donisi with a Letter
of Counseling   ( 2016-A-090)   for violation of 400.01( B)   Professional Duty
Responsibilities.

On August 10, 2016, Deputy Torres submitted an email requesting pre- approved sick
leave for a medical procedure for the dates of August 29, 2016 through September 12,
2016.  Corporal Jennings advised Deputy Torres that the sick leave would be approved
contingent upon Deputy Tones providing a doctor' s note to corroborate his leave request.
At the time, Corporal Jennings annotated on the squad Outlook calendar that Deputy
Torres was scheduled for sick leave for the requested dates.   Deputy Torres disputed
Corporal Jennings statement that the sick leave approval was contingent upon him
providing a doctor' s note prior to the sick leave being approved.  In Deputy Torres email
dated August 10, 2016, he asked, " Is there anything additional that I need to do?" Deputy
Tones stated that neither Corporal Jennings nor Sergeant Donisi responded to the email
requesting that the doctor' s note be provided prior to him having the medical procedure.
Corporal Jennings and Sergeant Donisi also admitted in their witness interviews that they
did not confirm with Deputy Torres that he was still in need of the sick leave on the last
day of their shift.  A review of the policy, 300.06D Sick Leave, states that, " medical

verification from a physician is required for absences exceeding five consecutive work
shifts."  However it does not specify that the verification must be provided prior to the
employee taking the leave unless there is a pattern of abuse.  In Deputy Torres' case,
there was no indication from his supervision that Deputy Torres had documented
incidents of sick leave abuse.   On August 25, 2016, Deputy Torres did provide the
required medical verification from his doctor, Doctor Stuart Liberman.

On September 03, 2016, Corporal Jennings and Sergeant Donisi went to Deputy Torres'
residence to retrieve his patrol vehicle ( Unit #2243).  Sergeant Donisi advised this was
due to Deputy Torres' extended sick leave and the need for his radar unit and patrol
vehicle for another squad deputy to attend an upcoming training class.  Upon arriving at
the residence, they both observed damage to the passenger side front bumper and
passenger side rocker panel azea.  The clips on the rocker panel were also broken which
created a gap between the door and rocker panel.  Upon further inspection, they advised
that there was what appeared to be white aftermarket paint applied to the damaged azeas
in an apparent attempt to conceal the damage.   On July O5, 2016, Corporal Jennings
stated that a line inspection was completed on Deputy Torres' vehicle and that the
observed damage was not present on that date.  Deputy Tones stated he was unawaze of
the damage to the rocker panel and he could not provide an explanation for the broken
rocker panel clips other than his zone assignments require him to travel over railroad
tracks and dirt roads where there is a lot of potholes.  In Fleet Maintenance Supervisor
Branam' s interview, he advised that this was not uncommon damage to precinct patrol
vehicles.  In Deputy Torres' subject interview, he advised he was not untruthful when he
told Lieutenant Cline that the damage to the front bumper and passenger side ( scratches

gouges) was " old damage."  Although he could not explain how the damage occurred,

he stated the damage to the vehicle was sustained approximately one year ago and he
admitted to applying the aftermarket white paint in an attempt to conceal the damage.
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Deputy Torres stated his reason for doing this was because he did not want to have to
drive a pool vehicle for an extended period of time.  In Deputy Donaldson' s interview,
she corroborated Deputy Torres'  statement by recalling seeing the described vehicle
damage sometime during the summer months of 2015.  She also recalled Deputy Tones
showing her where he applied the white aftermarket paint.   In this incident, Deputy
Tones failed to immediately report the vehicle damage as required by policy and he
attempted to complete unauthorized repairs to his vehicle in an attempt to conceal the
damage from his supervisors.

Subsequent to retrieving Deputy Torres' patrol vehicle, Sergeant Donisi located several
Uniform Traffic Citations, a Written Warning and two vehicle registrations.   As it

pertained to the three UTC' s dated August 24, 2016, and the Written Waming dated April
16, 2015, Deputy Torres admitted that he forgot to tum the citations in at the end of his
shift.   Deputy Torres stated he was awaze of the policy requirements to turn in his
paperwork in a timely manner and that the topic had been discussed in squad meetings.
As it pertained to the three voided citations, Deputy Torres stated his intention was to
complete the voided citation forms for all three citations however he lost track of time
and he just never got around to completing them. Deputy Tones advised that he is
familiar with the voided citation policy and the time restraints associated with completing
a voided citation form.

On September 17, 2016, Corporal Jennings located three trespass warnings with an email
from Patrol Specialist Cranston, dated December 14, 2015, requesting clarification as to
whether he completed a case report and/ or incident update in New World. Deputy Tones
advised that he initiated two case report numbers involving a retail theft incident.  He

stated one case number was initiated for the retail theft ( C/ R#2015- 527969) and the
second case number ( C/ R#2015- 548254) was initiated for the trespass warnings.  When

researching the incident, it appeared Ms. Cranston was unable to locate the case report
due to the fact she was searching the incident under the trespass warning case report
number which did not require a written case report. During Lieutenant Cline' s interview,
he did confirm that Deputy Torres had completed a capias request case report which was
approved, on December 31, 2015, by Sergeant Donisi.

Corporal Jennings also located an Ex Parte order, dated April 20,  16, with original
signatures in Deputy Torres' mailbox.   Judicial Process Manager Homer and Mary
Watkins confirmed that Deputy Tones fax the signed order to the Judicial Process Unit
the day it was served as required per policy. However, Deputy Torres failed to submit the
served order with original signatures to the Judicial Process Unit at South Precinct.

During his subject interview, Deputy Torres stated that both Corporal Jennings and
Sergeant Donisi began to question him at the same time about all the delinquent
paperwork.  At some point during the questioning, Deputy Torres believed he may have
inadvertently told them that the Ex Parte Order was a copy and that he had already taken
caze of it.  If he did make such a statement, Deputy Torres advised that it was out of a
misunderstanding while answering their questions in regards to all of the paperwork.
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Deputy Torres was adamant that there was intent on his part to deceive Corporal Jennings
or Sergeant Donisi while speaking with them about his paperwork.

Deputy Torres advised that he did open a personal business with his wife in June 2016.
Deputy Torres stated that he has never attended to his business while on duty with the
Sheriffs Office.  Although his supervisors were aware of his business, Deputy Torres
admitted that he did not complete a Secondary Off-Duty Work Request form as required
by policy.

Based on the facts set forth in this administrative investigation,  I recommend the

following:

That the allegation against Deputy Torres that he violated 200.1 S Loss Control be closed
as" Sustained."

That the allegation against Deputy Tones that he violated 300.06D Sick Leave be closed
as" Not Sustained."

That the allegation against Deputy Tones that he violated 300.24 Secondary
Employment be closed as" Sustained."

That the allegation against Deputy Torres that he violated 400.01( B) Professional Duty
Responsibilities be closed as " Sustained."   On September 12,  2016,  Depury Torres

received a Letter ofCounselingfor this policy violation.

That the allegation against Deputy Torres that he violated 400.04 Substandard
Performance be closed as" Sustained."

That the allegation against Deputy Torres that he violated 400.68 Truthfulness be closed
as" Not Sustained."

That the allegation against Deputy Torres that he violated 500.1 S Field Reporting
Procedures be closed as " Not Sustained."

That the allegation against Deputy Torres that he violated 500.16 Traffic Enforcement
Records be closed as" Sustained."

That the allegation against Deputy Torres that he violated SOO. S3 In-Car Video Cameras
be closed as " Sustained."  On September 12, 2016, Deputy Torres received a Letter of

Counselingfor this policy violation.
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VII.    Enclosures

Memorandum from Sergeant Donisi to Commander DeSantis titled " Intent to

Discipline"

Copy of Employee Counseling Reports ( 2)
Copy of case report 2015- 527969 and trespass warnings
Copy of photographs of vehicle damage
Copy of UTC' s, Voided Citation Forms( 3)& Ex Parte Order

Copy of Vehicle Maintenance Request & Line Inspection Forms for Vehicle

2243

Notice of Administrative Investigation

Administrative Investigation Warning

VII.       Oath

I, Agent Kraig Hupfer, do hereby swear, under penalty of perjury, that to the best of my
personal knowledge, information, and belief, I have not knowingly or willfully deprived,
or allowed another to deprive, the subject of the investigation of any of the rights
contained in ss. 112. 532 and 112. 533, Florida Statutes.

Signed c   -— 
Agent fer, ID 210

Sworn to and subscribed before me, the undersigned authority, this 28th day of
October, 2016.

Signature n''' C""

NOTARY PUBLIGLAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
IN PERFORMANCE OF OFFICIAL DUTIES
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MEMORANDUM BREVARD COUNTY SHERIFF' S OFFICE

R ceived B :

DATE: November 7, 2016 Signa  e of Deputy Clifford Torres# 1937

TO:     Deputy Clifford Torres ID# 1937 served by:

FROM: Chief Deputy Doug aller Signature of Age e u

RE:     Final Action

Administrative Investigat on 2016-C[- 027

Administrative Investigation 2016-CI- 027 is now closed. T'he final action regarding this
inquiry is the determination of sustained charges and the application of appropriate
conective action.

After a review of the administrative investigation, and in consideration of the input you

provided at your " Pre- Deprivation Hearing" on November 02, 2016, I have determined
that your acrions were in violation of the established policies and standards of the agency.

Specifically, you failed to submit completed paperwork in a timely manner, you failed to
report damage to your assigned vehicle while trying to conceal the damage, you failed to
properly utilize the in-caz camera system in your assigned vehicle and you failed to
properly submit videos recorded with this system into the proper data system.   I am

deeply concerned with this established pattern of substandard conduct, as each of these
individual tasks are basic functions of your assignment as a deputy sheriff, and you
should not have to be told or reminded to complete.

During your hearing you accepted full responsibility for your actions and acknowledged
that they were ctearly in violation of established poticy.  You were not able to offer a

very strong explanation for your actions, but you did state that you are experiencing
significant personal issues for which you are seeking professional assistance.  [ n speaking
to Commander DeSantis, he has reported to me that your performance unrelated to this
investigation is considered meeting to above standards.  Because you have recognized

your performance deficiencies, and have taken steps to seek immediate improvement, [

am mitigating the corrective action in this matter.



As a result of my review, I am sustaining the following policy violations:

Z00.1S Loss Control

400.04 Substandard Performance

The other violations that you were noticed on:  300.24 Secondary Employment,

400.01( B) Professional Duty Responsibilities, 500.53 In-Car Cameras and 500.56
Traffic Enforcement Records, wilt be consolidated into the sustained violation of
Substandard Performance.

The corrective action for this incident will be a twenty-four hour ( 24) Suspension
Without Pay.  Barring a Civil Service Appeal or Collective Bazgaining Grievance of the
proposed disciplinary action, the unpaid suspension will be served at the discretion of
Commander DeSantis. You are not authorized to work any overtime during the pay cycle( s)
that you serve your suspension, if you incur any overtime you are to immediately notify
Commander DeSantis or his designee.

If you file a Civil Service Appeal or Collective Bazgaining Agreement grievance in
regazds to the proposed disciplinary action, the period of unpaid suspension will be
postponed until the appeal or grievance process is completed.

As provided by the Civil Service Act, Chapter 83- 373, Laws of Florida and the Collective
Bazgaining Agreement with the Coastal Florida Police Benevolent Association, and the
Brevazd County Sheriff s Office, you may appeal to the Civil Service Board or file a
disciplinary grievance to this action.  To appeal or grieve this discipline, you must file a
petition for review within ten ( 10) days of receipt of this memorandum. The petition for
review shall be filed by United States Mail, registered, return receipt requested, or in
person with Manager Lisa Gillis, Human Resources, 700 S. Park Avenue, Titusville, Fl
32780.   A copy of any petition should also be directed to my attention at the same
address.

You are forewarned that any subsequent violations could lead to progressive discipline up
to, and including, termination of your employment.

Cc:     Commander Vic DeSantis

CFO Greg Pelham
H.R. Manager Lisa Gillis

Copy to file 2016-CI- 027


